This paper examines user choice of interface language in a bilanguage digital library (English and Māori, the language of the indigenous people of New Zealand). The majority of collection documents are in Māori, and the interface is available in both Māori and English. Log analysis shows three categories of preference for interface language: primarily English, primarily Māori, and bilingual (switching back and forth between the two).
INTRODUCTION
As digital libraries increase in number, content, and potential user base, interest has grown in 'multilingual' or 'multi-language' collections-that is, digital libraries in which the collection documents and interface include more than one language. Research in multilingual/multi-language document collections has primarily focused on fundamental implementation issues and functionality [3] , principles for design [2] , and small-scale usability tests [3] ; at present no analysis exists of how these systems are used, or how the presence of more than one language in a digital library affects user interactions-presumably because multilingual/multi-language digital libraries are only recently moving from research lab prototypes to fielded systems, and few have built up a large user base. This paper describes the application of log analysis to examine interface language preference in a bi-language (English/Māori) digital library-the Niupepa Collection (Section 2). Web log data was collected for a year (Section 3), and log analysis indicates three categories of interface language preferences: English, Māori, and 'bilingual' (Section 4). A fine-grained analysis of activities within user sessions indicates different patterns of document access and information gathering strategy between these three categories (Section 5).
NIUPEPA COLLECTION
Niupepa (www.nzdl.org/niupepa) is a collection of historic Māori newspapers published between 1842 and 1933 [1] . It is a major source of historic texts of the indigenous people of New Zealand-just under 18,000 newspaper pages, covering 40 titles. The collection is implemented using the Greenstone digital library software (www.greenstone.org). Keyword searching is supported, and users can browse the collection by newspaper title and chronologically, by issue publication date. 70% of the documents are in Māori, 27% are in both Māori and English, and 3% in English only. The default interface language of the collection is Māori, and an English version of the interface can be selected at any point when interacting with the collection.
DATA COLLECTION
All user activity in the Niupepa Collection is automatically logged. The analysis described in this paper is based on a log of local New Zealand usage of the Niupepa from 1 January to 31 December 2004-a total 187,215 access requests ("hits"). This raw data was then further filtered to remove known web robot activity (338 hits), hits where the IP address was not defined (495), hits from the local research team (1565), and hits where the interface language is undefined (3578). The resulting filtered Niupepa log totaled 181,239 hits, comprised of 145,596 hits (80.3%) where the language of the interface is set to English and 35,643 hits (19.7%) where the language of the interface is Māori.
We isolate sessions through an identifying argument stored in cookies. A simple heuristic was used to categorize user 'sessions': a session is a series of hits containing the same identifier, with no more than a 60 minute lapse between consecutive hits.
SESSION ANALYSIS
Examination of session length (measured in both time and number of hits) suggested two initial categories of sessions: exploratory and extended. Exploratory sessions are multi-hit sessions where the user accessed only the home page, the help page, and/or the preferences page. No documents were accessed and no searches were undertaken. Many of these sessions simply involved switching the default interface language from the default Māori to English; presumably these users are simply gaining enough of an overview of the collection to decide that it is not of interest to them. Exploratory sessions are not considered further.
Extended sessions are multi-hit sessions including at least one search, browse, or document access; the log includes a total of 5161 extended sessions. We define the preferred interface language of a session as being the language setting for at least 80% of the hits in a session, where the session does not involve more than two user interface language switches. In Table 1 , we Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. see that the sessions do not cleanly divide into Māori and English preference sessions; a non-trivial minority (7%) of the sessions were 'bilingual' in the sense that they involved three or more switches between user interface language and/or the interface was set to English and to Māori for at least 20% of the session's hits.
Note that English is the preferred interface for over two thirds of the sessions (68.5%)-an apparently counter-intuitive outcome, given that the vast majority of the Niupepa documents are in Māori, and it would seem reasonable that users would prefer the language of the interface to match the language of the documents. However, consideration of the language demographics of New Zealand offers an explanation. Approximately 14% of New Zealand's population is Māori, and only one in four Māori are able to converse in that language. Historically Māori has been primarily an oral language, so it likely that the percentage of potential Niupepa users who are fluent in written Māori is much smaller than the number of Māori speakers-and so the high proportion of English interface preference sessions is likely to reflect a greater fluency in written English than in written Māori.
Where within sessions are interface language switches occurring? In the Māori and English sessions switches primarily occurred in the first quarter of a session. In bilingual sessions, the switching of the language of the interface occurred evenly throughout all quarters of the session-an interesting observation, perhaps indicating that the user in bilingual session feels equally comfortable (or uncomfortable!) in both interface languages. 
PROFILE OF SESSION ACTIVITIES
A fine-grained analysis of session activities shows different patterns of use among the three interface language preferences (English, Māori, Bilingual)-specifically, in number of newspaper pages retrieved, choice of document format, and use of searching or browsing as the dominant information seeking strategy.
Māori preference sessions include considerably more newspaper page retrievals per session (average 15.87 newspaper pages) than bilingual (10.82 pages/session) and English preference sessions (5.43 pages/session) ( Table 1) . Use of the Māori interface is clearly linked to success in locating documents of potential interest-presumably also indicating a higher degree of fluency in reading Māori. When accessing a newspaper page, users can choose to view either an enlarged, high-resolution facsimile of the original page, a smaller, low-resolution (and less readable) facsimile, or the extracted text. Document retrievals in Māori preference sessions included a relatively higher proportion of requests for high-resolution facsimiles (21.5% of Māori session newspaper page retrievals, in comparison with 9.9% of bilingual session newspaper page retrievals, and a mere 5.6% of page retrievals in English sessions). The high-resolution facsimile is intended for on-screen reading-supporting the assumption of greater written Māori fluency in Māori preference sessions. 
CONCLUSIONS
Log analysis of the bi-language Niupepa collection clearly indicates three categories of preference for interface language. These preferences are linked to different patterns of activities within sessions-and so to the potential to offer greater support for each category of user. In the Niupepa Collection, English preference interface users may benefit from enhanced searching facilities and from better facilities for browsing over English language metadata; these design tactics would allow these users to minimize the need to read Māori text as part of the mechanics of information seeking, as these users narrow their focus to locate documents of potential interest. Māori interface preference users may benefit from enriched Māori language browsing facilities; the current browsing structures are primarily over newspaper series title-giving meager insight into the newspaper contents.
Inevitably log analysis raises as many questions as it answers, as we can only examine user actions and not their intentions or information needs. Of particular interest is the identification of bilingual users; are these users switching interface language to reflect changes in their information need as the session progresses, or are the switches a sign of frustration with the system, or is there another explanation entirely?
